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SeIf -Knowledge and Self 'ldentity

empirical grounds. I think that there is a conclusive a priori ar'

gument against the possibility of self-acquaintance (if this is

regarded as a perception of the "I" that entitles one to make

first-person statements). But, as I shall argue in the following

chapter, this argument can be directed with equal force against

the bundle theory and its account of the nature of self'knowl-

edge.

TLwee

The SeH and the Contents

of Consciousness

r. "Why do we regard our present and past experiences as
all parts of, one experience, namely the experience we call
'ours'?" t This question of Russell's is both a question about
the nature of self-knowledge and a question about the nature
of selves. There is the question of how I know of my present
and past experiences that they are mine (and therefore the ex-
periences of a single person), and there is the question of what
makes a set of experiences mine (or the experiences of a single
penon). The second of these questions might also be expressed
by asking what it medns to say that certain experiences are
mine (or are the experiences of a single person). Dividing Rus-
sell's question in another way, there is the question of how I
know, and of what it means to say, that certain past expefi-

ences are mine (are the experiences of a single person), and

EGt, "On the Nature of Acquaintance," p. r3r.
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SeIf -Knowledge and S elf -l dentity

the question of how I know, and of what it means to say, that
certain present experiences are mine (are the experiences of
a single person). The first of these two questions concerns what
Broad calls the "longitudinal unity of the mind" 2 and what
Hume calls "tle principlCI, that unite our successive percep
tions in our thought or consciousness." 8 It is, for example, the
question of what distinguishes those series of experiences or
mental events that constitute the mental history of a single
person (e.g., the set of all the experiences I have ever had) from
those that do not (e.g., the series consisting of the experi-
ences I had before r95o together with those that my wife has
had since r95o). This question will be discussed, in connection
with the problem of personal identity, in Chapter Four. It is
with the second question, about present experiences, that I
shall be concemed in the present chapter. This is, if generalized,
a question about the nature of what Broad calls the "transverse
unity of a cross section of the history of a mind."' The ex-
periences or mental events occurring at a given time can be
divided into classes in an indefinitely large number of different
ways. What is it, then, that distinguishes those classes of con-
temporary experiences that constitute the experiences of a
single person at a certain time, or constitute the "total tem-
porary state" of a person's mind, from those that do not?

There would seem to be an intimate relationship between
the question of how I know of a set of present experiences that
they are mine (and therefore the experiences of a single per-

son) and the question of what it means to say that an experi-

ence is mine, or th.at a set of experiences are "co-personal."

What I mean when I say "I have a headache" must be what

I know when I know that I have a headache. And if what I

mean is that an experience belongs to a certain person (my'

'Minil anil lts Place, p. 56o.
'Minil anil lts Place, p. jfu.
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self), this must be what I know, and it must be explained how
I can know this. If belonging to a certain person is being re-
lated in a certain way to a particular subiect or substance, then

"collection" of experiences, then I must mean and know that
a headache stands in a certain relationship (of ,,co-personality")

to certain other experiences. Any theory of the self, if it holds
that every such "first-person psychological statement" is a
statement about a person and can be known by that person
to be true, must explain how, given its account of what these
statements assert, such statements can be known to be true.

z. Let us now develop further one of the problems about
self-knowledge that was introduced in Chapter Two. And let
us consider, to begin with, the question .,How do I know that
I see a tree?" The statement "f see a tree', seems clearly to be
an empirical statement, so if one knows it to be true one ap_
parently must know this on the basis of what one perceives
or observes. So the question "How do I know that I see a
tree?" gives rise to the further question "What must I observe
if I am to know on the basis of what I observe that I see a
tree?" The answer to this question seems obvious. I must of
course observe a tree, and it seems obvious that a tree js all
that I need observe-assuming that my view of the tree is suf-
ficiently good to enable me to identify it as a tree. If I see
a tree, and know that it is a tree, surely I am entitled to say
"I see a tree."

But the statement "I see a tree" has the person-refening ex-
pression "f" as its subject, and is thus apparently a statement

83
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about the person who asserts it. From this it can appear that
in order to know this statement to be true one must obsenre
something more than iust a tree. Consider, for the moment,
the statement "Jones sees a tree." This is clearly a statement
about two things, fones and a tree. And it is quite obvious
that if I am to know the truth of this statement on the basis
of what I obsewe, I must observe more than iust a tree. There
is no observable feature of any tree that could tell me that it

is seen by Jones. [f I observe that fones sees a treg part of what
I observe will be that |ones's eyes are open and directed to

ward a tree. fones, as much as the tree, will be among the ob-

iects I observe. Now it is natural to say that when fones says

"I see a tree" he is reporting the very same fact that we report

when we say "Jones sees a tree." For his statement is tnre if

and only if ours is. And since our statement about |ones is

a statement about two things, the same would seem to be true

of fones's statement about himself. But if |ones's statement is

a statement about two things, himself and a tree, how could

he possibly know it to be true if he were only observing one

thing? Trees are no difierent when fones sees them than when

he does not, so if lones sees only a tree then what he sees does

not entitle him to say that he sees a tree; otherwise we could

see the same thing (a tree) and thereby be entitled to say that

|ones sees a tree, and this is obviously not the case.

So we seem to be involved in a dilemma. On the one hand

it seems absurd to suppose that in order to know that I see a

tree I must observe more than a tree. On the other hand it

seems impossible that I could know a statement asserting a

contingent relationship between two things, myself and a tree,

solely on the basis of an obsewation of one thing, a tree'

Now let us tum from the observation of material thinp,

like trees, to the obsewation, or awareness, of "mental obiects,"

like afterimages and pains. It is obvious that not everything that

The Self and Consciousness

I have said about the statements "fones sees a tree" and "I see
a tree" remains true if we substitute the word "image" for the
word "tree" in these statements. We do not establish that fones
sees an image by obsewing a relationship between ]ones and
an image. Nevertheless, if the statement "I see an image" is
a statement about a person (the person who makes it), the
same dilemma seems to arise. On the one hand it seems ob-
vious that in order to be entitled to say "I see an image" I need
obsewg or be aware of, only an image. But if this statement
is a statement about myself, and if I know it to be true, it
seems that I must observe or be aware of something in addi-
tion to an image, something that entitles me to say, not simply
that there exists an image, but that I see an image.

Although it can seem obvious that one need obsewe only
an image in order to be entitled to say "I see an image," to hold
this seems to involve one in solipsism. The dilemma I have
posed would not arise for a solipsist. The statement "I see an
image," according to the solipsist, is entailed by the statement
"An image exists," and the latter statement, it seems, is such
that one can know it to be true if one perceives an image and
nothing else. But unless one accepts solipsism one cannot al-
low that any such entailment holds, for one must allow that
there may be images, namely those perceived by other persons,
that one does not perceive. If solipsism is false, it seems, one
must observe more than the mere existence of an image if one
is to be entitled to say, on the basis of observation, that one
sees an image.

3. "'When I am acquainted with 'my seeing the sun,"' says
Russell in The Problems of Philosophy, "it seems plain that I
am acquainted with two different things in relation to each
other. On the one hand there is the sense-datum which repre-

sents the sun to me, on the other hand there is that which sees
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this sense-datum." 0 Russell seems to think that while I may

perhaps see something without perceiving myself seeing it,

I cannot knorv that I see something unless I perceive (am ac-

quainted with) the subject that perceives it. He goes on to

say "we know the truth 'I am acquainted with this sense'datum"

It is hard to see how we could know this truth, or even under'

stand what is meant by it, unless we were acquainted with some-

thing which we call 'I'" 6 McTaggart makes a similar remark.

Though admitting that, "if we merely inspect our experience,

the fact that we are aware of the 'I' by perception is far from

obvious," he contends that "it is impossible to know the 'I'

except by acquaintance." ?

The account suggested by these remarks of Russell and Mc-

Taggart would seem to be the simplest and most straightfor-

ward theory of self-knowledge. If one must observe something

more than an image in order to know that one sees an image,

it would seem that this "something more" should be that

which sees the image, i.e., oneself. When I know that I see an

image, on this view, I actually observe a self or subiect see-

ing an image, and when I say "I see an image" I am simply re-

porting what I thus observe. This view goes together with

the idea that the word "f" is a logically ProPer name in Rus-

sell's sensg i.e., a word that directly designates an obiect with

which the speaker is "acquainted." Following Broad and others

I shall refer to this as the "proper name theory of the self'" 8

Russell's theory of language provides a convenient way of

classifying the theories conceming the nature of self-knowledge

that I wish to consider in this chapter, for these theories can

be regarded, and have sometimes been advanced, as theories

The Self and Consciousness

concerning the meaning of the word "I." As is well known,
Russell held that many expressions that function grammatically
Iike names-i.e., are substantives, "singular terms," or ,,singu-

Iar referring expressions"-are not genuine names. These he
calls "incomplete symbols." Since it is essential to Russell's
conception of naming that only obiects of acquaintance can
be named, it is clear that anyone who holds that there is no
such thing as self-acquaintance, or acquaintance with a sub-
ject of experience, must hold that "I" is not a genuine name.
If the proper name theory is false then, assuming the adequacy
of Russell's theory of language, only two altematives remain.
The word "1" may be an abbreviation for a definite descrip-
tion denoting a particular that is known "by description" rather
than "by acquaintance." If this is so, it should be possible to
replace the word "I" in each of its occurrences by a descrip-
tive phrase of the form "the self (or the thing) having such and
such properties." One's knowledge of the statement "I see an
image" would be explained on this view by saying that what
one perceives provides one with evidence that a self having
the appropriate description sees an image. This view has been
termed (by Broad) the "disguised description theory of the
self." Altematively, the word "I" may denote no actual in-
dividual at all, neither one that is observed nor one whose
existence can be inferred from what is observed. On this view,
what Broad calls the "logical construction theory" and what
we are familiar with as the bundle theory, statements "about
persons," i.e., statements containing person-refening expres-
sions, are analyzable in such a way that no person-refening ex-
pressions occur in their final analyses. This view, toward which
Russell inclined in some of his writings (most notably in The
Analysis of Mind), avoids the supposition that we are directly
acquainted with anything that can strictly be called a self or
subiect, but it allows, as the disguised description theory ap-

oPage 5o. 'Page 5r.
' I. ilr. E. McTaggart, T he N ature ol Existence ( Cambridge, ry27 ), ll, 7 6'

'b. D. Broad, Examination of McTagot's Philosophy (Cambridge'

1938),  I I ,  Pt .  I ,  r74.
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parently does not, that first-person psychological statements can
be direct reports of what the speaker directly perceives, as
opposed to being inferences concerning unobsewed, and per-
haps unobservablg entities.

All three of these theories have been held by writers on the
self; in fact, all have been held, at different times, by Russell.
I shall try to show that none of these theories is coherent.
Russell's theory of language, with the standard empiricist epis-
temology implicit in it, breaks down when applied to the prob-
lem of the self.

4. I shall begrn by considering the proper name theory, or
the view (of which the proper name theory is perhaps only one
version) that one knows that one is aware of something, or
that one is having a certain orperience, because one observes
oneself (or the subiect of one's experience) being aware of it
or having it.

This view gives rise to the question: Supposing that I ob-
sewe d self (subiect) perceiving an image, how do I know that
this self is mpelf? Surely I must know this if I am to be en-
titled to say, on the basis of my observation that this self per-
ceives an image, that I perceive an image. So if t know this,
how do I know it? To put the question in another way: How
do I identify an obiect of awareness as something, or as the
thing, that I am entitled to call "I"?

It will perhaps be said that if I am aware of a self then it
must be myself, since my own self is the only self that can ever
be an obiect of direct awareness for me. But how, when I per'

ceive a self, am I supposed to know that I do perceive it? This
question seems no less legitimate than the question that the
proper name theory attempts to answer, namely "When I per'

ceive an image, how do I know that I perceive it?" But the
proper name theory's answer to the latter question, namely

88
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that I know that I perceive an image because I observe myself
perceiving it, obviously cannot be given to the question of how
I know that I perceive a self. If the self that I perceive is in
fact myself, as it presumably must be if I directly perceive it,
then for me to observe myself perceiving it would be for me
to perceive it perceiving itself. But the fact that it perceives
itself would not tell me that .[ perceive it unless L already
knew the very thing in question, namely that it is myself.

It would appear that if I can identify a perceived self as my-
self I must identify it by the properties (relational and non-
relational) that I perceive it to have. Now if I can identify a
self as myself by a certain set of properties, and if it is only
a contingent fact that my self has (that I have) these identify-
ing properties, then it must be explained how I have come to
know this fact, i.e., how I discovered that the possession of
these properties by a self is evidence that it is myself. pre-
sumably I could not have discovered such a fact unless I al-
ready had a way of identifying a self as myself, a way that does
not involve identifying it as myself by the possession of those
contingent properties. And if this other way consists in using
another set of contingent properties as an identifying set, it must
be explained how I discovered that those properties uniquely
characterize myself. And so on. To avoid an infinite regress,
it seems, we must suppose that there are identifying properties
the possession of which makes a self rnyself, and that what I
mean in calling a self myself is that it has these properties.

Most properties, and most sets of properties, are capable in
principle of characterizing rnore than one thing. To be sure,
there are properties, e.g., the property of being the mother of
fohn Kenned/, that it is logically impossible for more than one
thing to possess. But tr think that all properties that are uniquely
predicable in this way are relational properties of a certain
kind. We can distinguish two kinds of relational properties.
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Being a mother of fohn Kennedy is an example of one of these
kinds; having this property consists in standing in a certain re-
Iation to a particular specified thing. Being a mother is an ex-
ample of a relational property of the second kind; having this
property consists in standing in a certain relation, not to some

specified thing, but to something or other of a certain kind.
Relational properties of the second kind, like nonrelational
properties, are capable of belonging to more than one thing.

Only of relational properties of the first kind can it be saitl

that they are incapable of belonging to more than one thing,
nor can this be said of all such properties (it can be said of the
property "being a mother of |ohn Kennedy," but not of the

property "being'a child of fohn Kennedy"). So if one wishes

to say that there is a set of identifying properties the possession

of which makes a self myself (i.e., that the assertion that some-

thing has certain properties entails that it is myself ), and wishes

to avoid the absurdity of holding that there could be several

selves each of which is myself, one must hold that at least

some of the properties in this identifying set are relational

properties of the first kind. It follows from this, however, that

knowing that a self is myself involves knowing that it stands

in a certain relation to some specified individual (and not

simply to an individual of a certain kind). But supposing that

I have established that a self stands in the appropriate rela'

tion to something of the appropriate kind, how am I to know

that the thing to which it is so related is the particular thing

to which a self must be so related in order to be myself? If to

be myself something must stand in the relation R' to a partic'

rrlar thing a, the question of how I am to identify a self as

myself gives rise to another question of the same kind, namely

the question of how I am to identify something as a. And if

we try to answer the second question in the way in which it

was proposed that we answer the first one, i.e., if we say that

The SeIf and Cuncjouulorr

I identify somcthing as a by its posscssiorr of certuirr propcrtlel,
we shall be on our way to a vicious infinite rcgresr.

It will perhaps be said that thc proper nurne theory ovoidr
these difficulties, and avoids having to arrswcr tlrc <lucstion
raised at the beginning of this section, by holding thet ,,1"

is a logically proper name. If "I" is a logically proper name
in Russell's sensg it has no descriptive content, and in that cesc
there can be no question of applying it, or refusing to apply it,
on the grounds that something satisfies, or fails to satisfy, a
certain identifying description. If "I" is a Iogically proper name,
it may be said, it refers directly like the word "this," and it is
senseless to ask what entitles one to call something "this."

But there are obviotls differences between the use of the
word "I" and that of words like "this" and "that." The pos-
sible referents of the word "this" form a heterogeneous class,
whereas the word "I" can be used, as a first-person pronoun, to
refer to objects of only one kind, namely persons or selves. And
while I can use the word "this" to refer to difterent things on
difterent occasions, the word "I," when used by me as a 6rst-
person pronoun, must always refer to the same thing, and must
refer to the very thing (myself) that is using it to refer. This
suggests that the word "I" could be misapplied in ways in
which the word "this" cannot be and raises the question of how
a person knows that he is applying it conectly, i.e., to the right
thing. If it is part of the notion of a logically proper name that
such a word has no descriptive content, i.e., that in correctly
using the word to refer to an object one implies nothing at all
about the nature of the object, then the word "I," since it can
refer only to persons, is not a logically proper name.

It might be held, however, that the word "I" can be regarded
as an abbreviation for the words "this self" or "this subiect."
Assuming that it is logically impossible for a person to be di-
rectly acquainted with any self or subject that is not his own
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self or subject, then, since the words "this self" will always

refer to a self with which the speaker is acquainted (if "this"

is used as a logically proPer name), these words, as used by

any given person, will always refer to the same thing, and will

always refer to the very thing (the speaker) that is using them

to refer. Hence, it might be held that to regard the word "I"

as synonymous with the words "this self" is to give it just the

reference that it ought to have. Yet in using "I" (so defined)

to refer to a self one would not have to establish that that self

is the one he had referred to as "I" in the past and would not

have to establish that it is the very self that is doing the re-

ferring. As long as one uses "this" as a logically ProPer name'

and does not mistake a nonself for a self, one will never have

an opportunity to misapply the words "this self" or the word

"L" On this account the question "ls this self my self?" will

be, as the proPer name theorist presumably wants it to be, a

senseless question.

In subsequent discussions of the ProPer name theory I shall

assume the modification of it just suggested, i.e., I shall take

the theory as holding, not that the word "I" is itself a logically

proper name, but that it is equivalent to some phrase, like

"this self," which refers to a self by use of a logically ProPer

name and indicates further that the thing referred to is a self.

It should be noted that on this theory a question that initially

seems to require an answer-namely "When I perceive a self,

how do I know that it is myself?"-cannot be significantly

raised. we shall have to consider whether the same is not true

of the very question that the proper name theory attempts to

answer, namely "When I am aware of something, how do I

know that I am aware of it?"

5. On the ProPer name theory I know that I perceive an

image in essentially the way in which I can know by observa-

The SeIf and Consciousness

tion that fones sees a tree, i.e., by observing iwo things and
perceiving that one of them perceives the other. So let us con-
sider more closely the case in which I know by observation
that fones sees a tree.

The relation that I can observe to hold between |ones and
a tree is one that holds contingently. Otherwise it would make
no sense to say that I can observe that it holds, i.e., know em-
pirically that it holds. And I could observe that this relation
does not hold between fones and a tree; I could see fones and
a tree, and observe that Jones does not see that tree. Notice
that in the last sentence I say ". . . fones does not see that
treg" not ". . Jones does not see d tree." What I would
know in this case would not be that fones does not see a tree,
i.e., that there is no tree that he sees, but that he does not
see some particular tree, i.e., that a certain tree is not seen by
him. And when I observe that the relation does hold, what I
observe is that fones sees a particular tree, or that a certain tree
is seen by fones. Roughly speaking, what I perceive is what
might be expressed by saying "Jones sees this treer" the denial
of which is "Jones does not see this tree." The statement "fones
sees this tree" entails the statement "Jones sees a tree," but
the denial of the former statement, namely "Jones does not see
this tree," does not entail the denial of the latter, namely
'Jones does not see a tree." Now to say that I perceive that
a certain tree is perceived by Jones, or that I am entitled on the
basis of observation to say "fones sees this tree," implies that
I can identify the tree that ]ones sees in such a way as to leave
it an open question, one to be settled empirically, whether fones
sees it. And of course I can do this. For example, I might iden-
tify the tree as the tree f see, and this leaves it an open question
whether /ones sees it.

In the light of this it certainly cannot be said that my knowl-
edge that I perceive an image is essentially like the observa-
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tional knowledge I can have that fones sees a tree. For if we
rewrite the preceding paragraph by substituting "my self" for
"fonesr" t'image" for "treer" and "perceive" for "seer" we al-
most immediately get a self-contradiction, and we eventually
get a number of statements that are self-contradictory or con-
ceptually false.

To begin with, we get the self-contradiction "I could per-
ceive my self and an image, and obsewe that my self does not
perceive that image." And self-contradictoriness of this seems
to me to be suficient reason for rejecting the proper name
theory as absurd. The relation "perceives" (or "is perceived
by"), if I can observe it holding between two things, must be
an empirical relationship, and hence a contingent one. This
being so, it seems apparent that if I can perceive a self and an
image, and observe that the self perceives that image, then
it ought to be possible for me to perceive a self and an image
and observe that the self does nof perceive that image. But
clearly this is not possible. On the proper name theory selves
are conceived as mental subiects, immaterial entities that are
distinct from human bodies, so presumably I cannot perceive
selves other than my own self at all (and of course, if it is
claimed that one could perceive more than one self, the prob-
lem of how I identify a self as my self rears its head again).
And it is self-contradictory to suppose that I could perceive an
image and perceive, as a fact about it, that I do not perceive
it. So the relation "perceives" (or "is perceived by"), if regarded
as a relation holding between mental subiects and mental ob-
jects, cannot itself be a perceivable relationship. Being seen by

Jones (in the ordinary sense of "see") is a relational property
something can be observed to have, and it goes with this that
it is a property something can be observed to lack. I can look

to see whether a thing I observe has this property, and I can
find that it does not have it. The statement "fones sees this,"

The Self and Consciousness

if "this" has a definite reference, is falsifiable by experience.
But the "relational property" of being perceived by rne is not
one that I could conceivably obsewe sornething to lack, and
for iust this reason it cannot be a property that I can perceive
something to have. "I perceive this," if "this" is used demon-
stratively to refer to an object of experience, is not falsifiable
by experience, and is not verifiable by experience; it does not
even express a significant statement.o

It will perhaps be obiected that in order for the property
of being perceived by me to be an observable property it need
not be possible for me to observe something lacking this prop-
erty. All that is necessary, it might be said, is that it be pos-
sible for someone to observe that something lacks this property.
But can anyone at all observe something and observe that it
lacks the property of being observed by me? I cannot do this.
And since my self is presumably something that only I can ob-
serve, no other person could observe my self and an image and
observe that the one does not perceive the other. Can it per-
haps be said that someone is entitled to assert that I do not per-
ceive an image if he obsewes the image and does not observe
my self perceiving it, and that this counts as obsewing that

the image lacks the property of being perceived by me? If so,

then if I perceive an image and do not perceive myself per-

'In 5.633r ol his Tractatu Logico-Philosophicus (trans. by D. F. Pears
and B. F. McGuiness [London, 196r]) Wittgenstein says: "Really you do
nof see the eye. And nothing in the visttdl field allows you to infer that it
is seen with an eye." From the context it is clear that what Wittgenstein
here sap of the eye he means also to apply to the "I." ln 5.63q he goes on
to say: "This is connected with the fact that no part of our experience is
at the same time a prioi. Whatever we see could be other than it is." It
was these remarks of Wittgenstein's that originally suggested to me the
line of argument developed in this section and the three sections following.
See also Moore's "Wittgenstein's Lectures in r93o-33," pp. 3oG3ro, and
Wittgenstein's lnvestigations, pp. I z)-r24.
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ceiving it, then I am entitled to say that I do not perceive it

-which is of course absurd.
Russell says that "we know the truth 'I am acquainted

with this sense-datum,"' and ofiers the proper name theory
as an explanation of how this "truth" is known. Now the
negation of "I am acquainted with this sense-datum" is "I
am not acquainted with this sense-datum." But the latter,
on Russell's own theory denies itself a sense. For Russell
regards "this" as a logically proper name and holds that a
logically proper name has meaning only if it refers to some-
thing with which the speaker is acquainted. So if "I am not
acquainted with this sense-datum" were true the word "this"
in it would be meaningless, since it would not refer to an ob-

iect of acquaintance, and the sentence would itself be mean.
ingless (and therefore, of course, not true). As Russell himself
once said, "we can never point to an object and say: 'This lies
outside of my present experience."'10 So Russell is trying to
explain how we can know empirically the truth of a statement
("I am acquainted with this sense-datum") which, on his own
theory, has a meaningless negation and hence cannot itself be
meaningful. Perhaps it will be said that "I am acquainted with
this sense-datum" is tautologous rather than meaningless. But
whether it is meaningless or tautologous, clearly it cannot be
known empirically, as Russell's account supposes it to be.

The paragraph abovg as it stands, is simply an ad hominem
refutation of Russell. But it brings out an important point.

The reason why the proper name theory leads to absurdities is
that it is an attempt to answer a senseless question. The same,

as we shall see later in this chapter, is true of other theories
conceming the nature of the self and self-knowledge. We be-
gin with a guestion like "When I see an image, how do I know

that I do?" But it is supposed that this question is equivalent
-6r, 

tt. Nature of Acquaintance," p. ,34.
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to, or essentially involves, the question "When I perceive an
image, how do I know that I perceive it?" and it is questions
of the latter sort that theories like the proper name theory
attempt to answer. They try to explain how I can know of a
certain mental obiect (an afterimage, a pain, or the like) that
I perceive it (arn aware of it, arn acquainted with it), or that
it is my experience (my afterimage, my pain). But when do I
know of a particular mental object that I perceive it, or of a
particular experience that it is mine? I am not denying (or af-
firming) that statements like "I see an afterimage" and .,I have
a headache" can legitimately be said to be known to be true
by the person who asserts them. What I do wish to deny is
that such statements assert, or express knowledge, that some
particular afterimage is perceived by the speaker or that some
particular headache belongs to the speaker. How could I iden-
tify a particular image or pain so as to be able to say of it
that I perceive it or that it is mine? If I wish to identify a
tree and say that Jones sees it tr might identify it as the tree
I see, But if I were to identify an image as "the afterimage I
see" and then go on to say that I see it, I would not be report-
ing any fact that I have discovered about the object thus identi-
fied; I would simply be repeating part of my identifying
description. Can tr refer to an image as "this afterimage" and
go on to say that I see it, or that it is mine? It is questionable,
first of all, whether the word "this" can be used, as a demon-
strative pronoun, to refer to mental objects like afterimages,
since such entities cannot be pointed to. But let us suppose, for
the sake of argument, that "attending to" a mental obiect can
take the place of pointing. tr can point to a material object that
I do not see, so there are circumstances in which it woutd rnake
sense to say "I don't see this tree," and therefore circumstances
in which it would make sense to say "f see this tree." What
Russell says about logically proper names, namely that they can

I

I

;
I
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significantly be used to refer to an object only when the speaker
is acquainted with that object, does not apply to "this" when
it is used demonstratively to refer to material obiects. But
surely it does apply to "this" when (supposing this to be pos-
sible) this word is used demonstratively to refer to mental ob-

iects. For it is logically impossible, surely, to attend to an
obiect with which one is not acquainted. So when the act of
attending plays the role, in giving "this" reference, that is or-
dinarily played by pointing, the sentence "I am not aware of
this" is surely senseless (or, if we regard "this" in such con-
texts as equivalent to the description "that to which I am
attending," self-contradictory). And in such cases "I am ac-
quainted with this" is either senseless or tautologous and can-
not be a statement whose truth can be known empirically.

It now appears that the question quoted from Russell at the
beginning of this chapler, namely "Why do we regard our pres-

ent and past experiences as all parts of one experience, namely
the experience we call 'ours'?" rests on a confusion, at least in

so far as it concerns present experiences. Russell seems to be

asking the question "'Wlat does it mean to say, and how is it
known, that certain present experiences are mine?" But by

whom is it ever said, and by whom is it ever known, that cer-

tain present experiences are mine? My wife knows that I have

a headache, and (if we can speak of knowledge here) so do
I. But neither of us knows of any particular headache that it

is mine. My headache can, of course, be identified or referred

to. I can refer to it as "my headache," and my wife can refer

to it as "my husband's headache." But there is no way of re'

ferring to it that permiis us to raise conceming it a question

of the sort that the proper name theory (along with others)

tries to answer. There is, to be sure, such a thing as coming to

know that a certain headache is my headache. If Jones over'
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hears Smith saying "His headache is growing worse," he might
wonder whether it is my headache that Smith is talking about
(whether a certain headache, the one Smith is talking about,
is mine). He could find out whether it is by asking Smith to
whom he was referring. In a similar case I could wonder, and
try to 6nd out, whether a certain headache is mine. But this
would simply be a matter of wondering, and trying to find out,
whether it is about me that someone is talking, and to the veri-
fication procedure for this such theories as the proper name
theory have no relevance at all.

6. The arguments in the preceding section were directed
primarily against the proper name theory and its contention
that we have self-knowledge by being directly acquainted with
a self or subiect of experience. It will perhaps be thought that
the other theories described in Section 3, the disguised de-
scription theory and the logical construction theory avoid the
difficulties I have raised by their denial that there is direct ac-
quaintance with selves. I shall now try to show, however, that
the grounds for rejecting the proper name theory are also
grounds for rejecting the disguised description theory and the
Iogical construction theory.

First let us consider the disguised description theory. Ac-
cording to this theory, the word "I" is an abbreviatir.r for a
definite description, not a proper name, and the object it refers
to is known "by description" rather than "by acquaintance."
Characterizations and criticisms of this theory are to be found
in both McTaggart and Broad, but neither of these writers
mentions any philosophical work in which this view is actually
propounded. The only such work that I have been able to find
is Russell's essay "On the Nature of Acquaintance," and it is

his version of the theory that I shall discuss.
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Russell claimed that "we may define the word 'I' as the sub-
ject of the present experience." rr In this definition, he said, the
phrase "the present experience," or whatever phrase is used in
its stead, must be functioning as a logically proper name. And
Russell's theory is most simply expressed by saying that the
word "I" can always be regarded as an abbreviation for the de-
scription "the self that is acquainted with this," where "this"
functions as a logically proper name of an obiect of acquaint-
ance.

The subject attending to "this" is called "I," and the time of the
things which have to "I" the relation of presence is called the
present time. "This" is the point from which the whole process
starts, and "this" itself is not defined, but simply given. The con-
fusions and difficulties arise from regarding "this" as defined by
the fact of being given, rather than simply as given.l2

Russell apparently thought that in order to know that I
am aware of a given object, say an afterimage, I need not be
acquainted with any obiect other than the afterimage. Part of
what I know when I know that I see an afterimage is what
might be expressed by the sentence "This is an afterimage."
Now it would seem that if I know the truth of the statement
"This is an afterimage," and define "I" as meaning "that which

is acquainted with this," where "this" refers to the afterimage,

there is still one more thing that I must know before I can be

entitled to make the statement "I am acquainted with an after-

irnage"r tr must know that there is something that satisfies the

description "that which is acquainted with this." But accord'

ing to Russell I car, know this. For he held that when one is

acquainted with an object one can, without being acquainted

with a subiect or with any other obiect, be acquainted with

the fact that something is acquainted with that obiect. "Our

! Ibid., p. t65,
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theory maintains that the datum when we are aware of an
obiect O is the fact 'something is acquainted with O."'rs Be-
ing acquainted with this fact I know that something is ac-
quainted with the obiect, and I simply use the word "I" to
refer to this something.

Russell did not explain how one can be acquainted with the
fact "something is acquainted with O" when the only object
with which one is acquainted is O. Perhaps he held a view like
one suggested by Broad. If we hold that we have "non-intuitive
but non-inferential knowledge of a Pure Ego," according to
Broad, we shall have to suppose that "each particular mental
event which we become acquainted with in an introspective sit-
uation manifests in that situation the relational property 'be-
ing owned by something."'rn It is possible that Russell held
that whatever is an object of acquaintance has an observable
(introspectable) property that is the property of "being per-
ceived by something." This view, however, is clearly open to
objections of the sort raised against the proper name theory in
Section 5. For if there were such an observable property, then,
since this would have to be a contingent property, it ought to
make sense to suppose that one might observe something and ob-
serve that it lacks this property. And of course it does not make
sense to suppose that something could be observed to lack the
property of being perceived. To put the difficulty in another
way, if I can know by acquaintance with a certain thing that
it is an object of acquaintancg I ought to be able to express
what I know in the statement "Something is acqurinted with
this," where "this" refers to the object of acqua.rrtance. And
since this statement, being known by acquaintance, would be
a contingent statement, its negation would have to be mean-
ingful and contingent. But the negation of "Something is
acquainted with this" is "Nothing is acquainted with this,"

" Ibid., p. 168. ts lbid., p. 164 " Mind and. lts Place, p. z8r.
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and the latter statement, on Russell's own conception of
rneaning, cannot be meaningful.

There is another difficulty in Russell's theory, which I can
best bring out by first considering an argument raised against the
disguised description theory by McTaggart.rs Broad has given
a formulation of the argument which is somewhat clearer than
McTaggart's, and it is essentially his version that I shall
present.l6

The argument is this. The first thing that is required if "I"
is to stand for a definite description is a description such that
thele must be one and only one thing that satisfies it. We may
grant, for the sake of argument, that this requirement is satis-
fied by any description of the form "the subject that is ac-
quainted with this," where "this" is the logically proper name
of an object of acquaintance. (We can perhaps improve on
Russell's theory, though possibly not with his approval, by
maintaining that it is a logical truth, rather than a truth known
by experience, that any such description is uniquely satisfied.)
If "I" is defined as "the subject that is acquainted with this,"
and "this" is the logically proper name of an afterimage, there
seems to be no difficulty about how the speaker can know the
proposition "f am acquainted with an afterimage"l if I know
that this is an afterimage, and define "I" as meaning "that
which is acquainted with this," I can easily deduce the state-
ment "I am acquainted with an afterimage." r? But suppose
that I am acquainted with fwo things, e.9., an afterimage and
a headache. How in this case am I to know the truth of the
statement "I am acquainted with an afterimage and a head-
ache"? Supposing "this" and "that" to designate, respectively,

* See McTaggafi, Nature of Existence, II, 63 fi.

'" See Broad, Examination of McTaggart,II, Pt. I, especially pp. r97-r99.
" Assuming that the two italicized tokens of "this" have the same refer-

ence.
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the afterimage and the headache, we can assume that the
descriptions "the subject acquainted with this" and "the
subject acquainted with that" both refer uniquely, i.e., that
each of these descriptions picks out one and only one subiect.
But how am I to know that both descriptions pick o\t one
and the same subiectT There is nothing in either of them that
tells me this. No matter which of these descriptions I use as
my definition of "I," I am faced with the question "How do
I know that I am acquainted with both an afterimage and a
headache?" I am faced either with the question "How do I
know that the subject acquainted with this is also acquainted
with that?" or with the question "How do I know that the
subject acquainted with that is also acquainted with this?"
Perhaps it will be said that here I can define "I" as meaning
"the subiect acquainted with bofh this afterimage and lhat
headache." But how do I know whether there is anything that
satisfies this description? It would seem to be a necessary truth
that any experience or mental obiect has one and only one
subject that is acquainted with it (though it is not clear that
Russell regards this as a necessary truth). But it is certainly
not a necessary truth that any fwo experiences or mental ob-

iects have the same subiect. It would seem that on the dis-
guised description theory I must, if I am to know the truth of
such a statement as "I have a headache and see an afterimage,"
have some way of knowing that two experiences have the
same subiect. McTaggart rnaintains that if I tr<now myself (the
subject of my experiences) only by descriltion, and never by
acquaintance, I could never know this. I rnust, he concludes,
be acquainted with myself; only by observing concerning two
obiects that both are perceived by this self can I know that
both are perceived by me,

As it happens, Russell's essay, with which McTaggart may
not have been familiar, contains an answer to the question
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that McTaggart believes the disguised description theory to be
incapable of answering. Russell says:

We shall have to say . . that "being experienced together" is a
relation between experienced things, which can itself be experi-
enced, f.or example when we become aware of two things which
\4/e are seeing together, or of a thing seen and a thing heard
simultaneously. Having come to know in this way what is meant
by "being experienced together" we can de6ne "my present con-
tents of experience" as "everything experienced together with
this," where fhis is any experienced thing selected by attention.ls

According to Russell, then, when I experience both an after-
image and a headache, I know that they are both experienced
by the same subject because I observe, or experience, that they
are related by the relation "being experienced together."

Russell's answer, while perhaps no worse than McTaggart's,
is also no better, despite the fact that it does not posit ac-
quaintance with a subject. For as I have said before, it is not
intelligible to hold that a given relation can be experienced as
holding (observed to hold) between two things unless one al-
lows that one could experience two things and experience (ob-
serve) that this relation did not hold between them. But what
should I say if I were to experience an afterimage and a head-
ache and observe that the relation "being experienced to-
gether" did not hold between them? I should have to say that
one or the other of them was not experienced by mel But as
Russell himself says, "we can never point to an obiect and
say: 'This lies outside my present €xperience.' " re

Since Russell defines "I" as meaning "that which is ac-
quainted with this," it might seem that his theory has the
virtue of making the question "How do I know that I am ac-

" "On the Nature of Acquaintance," p, r3r. First italics mine.

'" Ibid., p. r34.
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quainted with this?" a senseless question. But in fact Russell
does uot regard this question as senseless. Adopting his defini-
tion, and replacing the second "I" in the question by its
definiens, the question becomes "How do I know that the sub-

iect that is acquainted with this is acquainted with this?"
Either the word "this" has the same reference in both its oc-
currences in this question or it does not. If it does not, e.g.,
if it refers in one place to an afterimage and in the other to a
headache, then Russell would certainly regard the question
as significant, for it is iust the sort of question he is trying to
answer in the account criticized in the preceding paragraph.
Supposg however, that the word "this" has the same refer.
ence in both its occurrences. Then, though the question looks
senseless, it is equivalent on Russell's theory of descriptions to
the question "How do I know that there is one and only one
subiect that is acquainted with this and that this subject is
acquainted with this?"-which reduces, when we eliminate its
redundancy, to the question "How do I know that there is
one and only one subject that is acquainted with this?" And
Russell clearly thinks that the latter question is a sensible one,
for he is trying to answer it (or at least give a partial answer
to it) when he says that when I am acquainted with an obiect
O I am acquainted with the fact "something is acquainted
with O."

I have not challenged, and am not concemed to challenge,
the adequacy of Russell's definii.jon of "f." If we suppose that
"this" can be used demonstratively to refer to mental objects
or contents (images, pains, and the like), it is clear that if the
"this" in the description "the self that is acquainted with this"
refers demonstratively to a mental content then the description
will refer to the speaker and therefore to what the speaker
refers to as "f." But assuming that Russell has shown that "I"

can be regarded as an abbreviation of a definite description,
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he has not shown, and could not have shown, that one knows
oneself "by description." Using Russell's definition of "I," to
say that I know myself by description would be to say that I
am entitled to use the word "I" in a statement by the fact
that I have empirical evidence that there exists something that
satisfies the description "the self that is acquainted with this."
But nothing could be empirical evidence of this; if this de-
scription has the required sense, i.e., if the "this" in it refers
demonstratively to a mental content, then it is senseless to
suppose that the description might not be satisfied.

7. I turn now to the logical construction theory, or what I
have sometimes called the bundle theory. If both the proper
name theory and the disguised description theory must be re-

iected, only the logical construction theory seems to remain as
a possible theory concerning the nature of the self and self-
knowledge. But this theory as we shall see, is no more satis-
factory than the othen.

Advocates of the logical construction theory, though they
reiect the notion of a subject, do not deny that statements like
"I see an image" are in some sense statements about persons.
Russell came to hold that the grammatical form of "I think"
is misleading because it suggests that there is a subiect. But
he held that the form of "fones thinks" is misleading for the
same reason, and he can hardly have been denying that a
sentence like "Jones thinks that it will rain" can express a
statement about a person. If one holds that first-person psycho-
logical statements are,statements about persons and are known
on the basis of observation, one seems to be faced with the
problem raised in Section 2, even if one abandons the idea
that a person is a subiect or substance. If "[ see an image" is
a statement about a particular person, it asserts something
more than is asserted by the statement "An image exists," and,
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it seems, something rnore than one is entitled to assert if one
simply observes an image. So a problem seems to arise as to
how this something more is known. The logical construction
theory (the bundle theory) can be seen as an attempt to solve
just this problem.

As I pointed out in Chapter Two, the denial that there is a
subject seems paradoxical, or even self-contradictory, when it
is coupled with the assertion that the "mental obiects" with
which first-person psychological statements deal are objects of
acquaintance or perception. For surely, one wants to say, there
cannot be obiects of perception or acquaintance, or knowl-
edge of objects "by acquaintance," unless there is something
that perceives or is acquainted with these objects. The way in
which the logical construction theory attempts to avoid this
difficulty, and also (I think) to solve the problem raised in
Section z, is indicated by Ayer in a passage I have quoted be-
fore: "We do not deny, indeed, that a given sense-content
can legitimately be said to be experienced by a particular sub-
ject; but we shall see that this relation of being experienced
by a particular subject is to be analysed in terms of the rela-

tionship of sense-contents to one another, and not in terms

of a substantival ego and its mysterious acts." 20 If this view
is applied to first-person experience statements, it has the con-
sequence that when one asserts a statement like "I see an
afterimage" one is asserting that a sense-content (in this case

an afterimage) is related to other sense-contents in a certain

way. Ernst Mach says just this. According to Mach, "the

primary fact is not the ego, but the elements (sensations).

. . . The elements constitute the f." 2r And he goes on to say:

"f have the sensation green signifies that the element green

tLanguage Truth and Logic, p. rzz.
n Contributions to the Analysis of Sensations, trans. by C' M. Williams

(New York, 1959), p. 21.
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occurs in a given complex of other elements (sensations,
memories)."

Mach and Ayer do not say, in so many words, that in order
to make a statement like "I see an image" one must obseme
that a sense content (an image) is related in certain ways to
certain other sense contents, or that it "occurs in a given com-
plex of other elements." But this seems implicit in what they
say. According to Ayer, "the considerations which make it
necessary, as Berkeley saw, to give a phenomenalist account
of material things, make it necessary also, as Berkeley did not
see, [o give a phenomenalist account of the self." 22 Here Ayer
was anticipated by Humg who said in the Appendix to the
Treatise that "philosophers begin to be reconcil'd to the prin-
ciple, that we haye no idea of external ntbstance, distinct from
the ideas of panicular qualities. This must pave the way for
a like principle with regard to the mind, that we haye no
notion of it, distinct from the particular perceptions." Hume's
view is summed up in his statement: "When I tum my re-
flection on myself, I can never perceive this self without some
one or more perceptions; nor can I ever perceive anything but
the perceptions. 'Tis the composition of these, therefore, which
forms the self." 23 And Ayer's reason for thinking we must give
a "phenomenalist account" of the self is that "the substantival
ego is not revealed in self-consciousness." 2r In calling his
theory a phenomenalist account of the self Ayer certainly
seems to be suggesting that what his theory does, or attempts
to do, is to explain how we can know statements about selves
by interpreting these statements as statements solely about
"sense-contents." And'since what led him to think such an ac-
count necessary is the fact that no "substantival ego" is re-
vealed in self-consciousness, it would seem that he must in-

e Language Truth anil Logb, p. n6.
A Language Truth anil Logic, p, n6.
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tend his phenomenalist account to do what, according to him,

the substance (pure ego) theory cannot do, i.e., explain how

one can have knowledge of one's own self. As I said in Chapter

Two, the chief virtue that is claimed for theories of the Humean

sort, of which Ayer's and Mach's are examples, is that they

make the self something empirically knowable, rather than

an unobservable entity such as a subiect or substance is al-

leged to be. What such theories claim to do is to make each

person's self empirically accessible to himself. Clearly they do

not make one's self any rnore accessible to persons other than

oneself than the substance theory does, for other persons can'

not obsewe one's own sense-contents or "perceptions." If any-

one observes that my image is related in certain ways to cer-

tain other sense-contents, it is I who observes this. And if the

point of holding that my seeing (or being acquainted with) an

afterimage consists in there being such a relationship behveen

sense-contents is that this makes my seeing an image an em'

pirically knowable fact, then surely anyone who holds this

must maintain that tr observe this relationship holding when

I say "I see an image," and that it is by observing this that I

know that I see an image.
Various difficulties can be raised conceming this view. We

might ask, for exarnple, how I identify certain sense-contents

as the sense-contents to which an image nnust be related in

the appropriate way in order to be my image. Fresumably, the

relationship I observe between an image and other sense-

contents is a relationship of "co-personality." But even if I

can observe that an image is co-personal with other sense'

contents, this will not tell me that it is my image, or that I am

aware of it, unless I already know that those other sense-

contents are mine. And how, on this theory, do tr know this?

But the main objection I wish to raise against this theory is

essentially the same as that I raised against the proper name
^Treatise,pp.q1 61.4.
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theory in Section 5. If I can observe (be acquainted with) an
image and observe that it stands in a certain empirical relation-
ship to certain other sense-contents, surely it must rnake sense
to suppose that I rnight observe an innage and observe that it
does not stand in that relationship to those other sense-contents.
But if my seeing (being acquainted with) an image consists in
its standing in that relation to other sensecontents, then for
me to observe an image and observe that it is not so related
to the other sense-contents would be for me to observe an image
and observe that I do not see it (am not acquainted with it).
Like the proper name theory this theory makes the relational
property of being perceived by me an empirical property that
I can observe something to have. And this is absurd, for if I
could observe something to have this property I could also ob-
serve something to lack it. Again, like the proper name theory,
this theory attempts to explain what it means to say of a cer-
tain sense-content that it is experienced by a given person, and
how one can lcnow of a particular senserontent that one per.
ceivCI (is acquainted with) it. And this, as I argued in Section
5, is a fundamenially misguided enterprise. When I say that I
see an imagg I am not saying, and cannot normally be said to
know, that some particular image is seen by me.

8. I want now to discuss another theory which, like the
logical construction theory, reiects the notion that a self is a
substance or subiect. This theory has been advanced, or at any
rate sympathetically entertained, by lan Gallie and f. R.
fones.26 While reiecting the subiect, this theory holds that
there is such a thing as awareness and that things can be said
to be obiects of awareness. What it tries to do is to analyze

$ See lan Gallie, "Mental Facts," Proceeilings of the Aristotelian So-
ciety, N.S. XXXVItr (ry3Lry77), rgr-zrz, and |. R. fones, "The Self in
Sensory Cognition," Mincl,'I"Yil ( 1949 ). 4o-6r.
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the notion of "being an obiect of awareness" into the notion

of "occuning in a sense-field" and in this way, it is thought,

dispense with the need for positing the existence of a subiect.

Each of us, it is said, "has" a sense'field corresponding to each

of the externatr senses; we each have a visual field, an auditory

field, a tactile field, and so on. In addition to these we each have

a "somatic field." The somatic field plays an important role

in this theory; roughly, a Person is his sornatic field in a sense

in which he is not, but only has, his other sense-fields' The

theory is that when I say that I a* '..ware of something I am

saying either Q) that something is now occurring in my

somatic field, which, as |ones puts it, "[ designate'fhis somatic

field,' using 'this' as a logically ProPer narne," 20 or (z) that

something is now occurring in some other sense-field, say a

visual 6eld, which is related in a certain way to what I call

"this somatic 6eld.' As Gallie puts it,

when I report that I am experiencing a certain somatic sensation

--e.g., that I am feeling cold-the fact recorded by this statement

is simply the fact that some region of this present sornatic field is

pervaded or occupied by a certain sensible quality, and ' ' ' in

general the notion of a bodily sensation being experienced by a

particular subiect reduces to the notion of the spatio-temporal

inclusion of a somatic sense'datum within a somatic field'

There is a sense, he says, in which my visual field is spatially

and temporally continuous with my somatic 6eld' And he sug'

gests that "the statement 'I am now seeing a red patch' simply

records that'this somatic field is partially continuous ' ' ' with

a contemporary visual freld, which is pervaded in some part

by a certain shade of red'' " 27

The expressions "this sornatic field" and "rny sornatic field"

are synonyrnous, according to this theory, and the statement

-,"Ille Self,,'p. 53, 
r,,,Mental Facts," pp. rg9, zoz,
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"This sornatic field is rny somatic field" is a tautology. But the
expressions "this visual field" and .'my visual field" are not
synonymous, and the statement "This visual field is my visual
field" apparently expresses a contingent truth, namely that the
visual field referred to stands in an empirical relationship, some
sort of spatiotemporal contigui$, to the somatic fielcl that the
speaker refers to as "this somatic field.', My first obiection to
the theory is that this cannot be so. If .,this" is used as a
logically proper name to refer to sense-fields, it can refer to a
sense-field only if the speaker is "acquainted with" that sense-
6eld. Presumably, however, a person cannot be acquainted
with a sense-field that is not his own sense-field. So the state-
ment "This visual field is my visual feld" must be as much a
tautology as the statement "This somatic field is my somatic
field."

But can "this" be used as a logically proper name to refer
to a sense-field? According to this theory it can, for ,,my

somatic field" is analyzed as meaning "this somatic field,',
where "this" is used as a logically proper name. But the notion
of a logically proper name, at least as Russell introduced it, is
the notion of an expression that can significantly be used to
refer to something only if the speaker is acquainted with, or
directly aware of, that thing. So if I use the word "this" as the
Iogically proper name of a sense-field, I must be directly aware
of the sense-field. But this theory proposes to analyze the
notion of being an obiect of awareness into the notion of being
included within a sense-field. So if I am aware of a sense-field,
it must be included within a sense-field, presumably some
sense-field other than itself. But the sense-field in which it is
included would have to be a sense-field of mine (since it is I
that ann aware of the sense-field included in it), and there-
fore (on ttris theory) a sense-field that I can designate "this
sense-field." So I would have to be aware of it as well, which
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means (again on this theory) that it would have to be in-
cluded in still another sense-field. And so on ad infinitum.
Clearly something has gone wrong here. fust because anything
that one perceives must be included in a sense-field, a sense-
field cannot itself be perceived, or be an object of awareness or
acguaintance, in the sense in which its contents can. It is
tautologically true that whatever I see is included in my visual
field, and it is senseless to say that tr see rny visual field in the
sense in which I see its contents. The same goes for the other
senses and their sense-fields. ,To say that I perceive, or am
aware of, a sense-field makes sense only if it is an elliptical way
of saying that I perceive, or am aware of, the particular con-
tents of a sense-field.

Because of what I have iust said, the analysis of the expres-
sion "my sense-field" as meaning "this sense-field" will not do.
But another point of irnportance ernerges. Paradoxical though
this may seem, sense-fields are no rnore observable than the
subjects or substances that Gallie and fones reiect on the
grounds that they are unobservable. The contents of sense-
fields are obsewable, but that is another matter. The point is
that by analyzing awareness in terms of the notion of oc-
currence in, or inclusion in, a sense-field, Gallie and fones do
not succeed in making the fact expressed by a statement like
"I see an afterimage" any more empirically accessible than
does the view that awareness consists in a certain two-term
relationship holding between an obiect of awareness and an un-
observable subiect.

It is not clear whether this theory holds that I am iustified
in asserting the statement "I am aware of a pain" (for ex-
ample) because I arn aware of a pain and observe, as a fact
about it, that it iies within the somatic sense-field I call "this."
If it does hold this, it is certainly mistaken, for the same
reasons that the proper name theory and the logical construc-
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tion theory are mistaken. I have said that sense-fields cennot
be perceived in the sense in which their contents are perceived.
The important thing to be seen is that it makes no sense to
speak of perceiving the bounilaries of a sense-field. Gallie says
that a person's somatic sense-field has a boundary, an ..outer

surface," which is, "in normal circumstances" coincident with
the surface of the person's skin.28 And he speaks as though
one can observe that one's pains, feelings of hunger, and the
like lie within this boundary. Let us suppose, for the sake of
argument, that I can in some sense observe that a pain lies
within the area enclosed by *y skin. This implies that I could
feel a pain and observe that it lies outside that area, i.e., that
I could have a pain and locate it outside the area enclosed by
my skin. And in f,act, a person who has had a limb amputated
will sornetimes locate a pain outside his body; he will locate
it in the place where his missing limb would be if he still had
it. But Gallie holds that in such cases one's somatic sense-field
extends beyond the area enclosed by one's skin; in such a case
the circumstances are no longer "normal circumstances." It is
pretty clear, indeed, that there is nothing that Gallie would
count as someone's feeling a pain that lies outside the
boundaries of his somatic field. As long as one thinks of one's
somatic field as the area enclosed by one's skin, there is some
plausibility in the view that in reporting that I have a pain I
am reportin& as an observed fact about a pain, that it lies
within my somatic field. For that a pain lies within the area
enclosed by one's skin does seem to be something one can
know by experience; it is natural to say that one can in some
sense observe that one's pain is here, in one's arm, and not
there, in the table. But this plausibility begins to dissolve once
it becomes apparent that if I did feel a pain in the table, sup
posing this to be possible, this would not show that the pain
was not felt by mg but would show instead that my somatic
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field extends beyond the area enclosed by *y skin, and en-
compasses the area occupied by the table. trt becomes apparent
that I cannot locate the boundary of my somatic field and then
observe ttrat something lies within it. There is no sense in

which I can establish empirically that the boundaries of my

somatic field exclude a certain area. And to say that I have estab-

lished empirically that the boundaries of my somatic field do
not exclude a certain area is sirnply to say that I have felt a
somatic sensation and located it in that area. It is my state-

ment "I feel a pain there" that establishes that the place re-

ferred to lies within my somatic field. It cannot be the case,
thereforg that I am entitled to say "f feel a pain there" on the
grounds that the place in which the pain lies is part of my

somatic field.
My rnain point cara be expressed as follows" tr could only

observe that something lies within a sense-field of mine if I
could observe the boundaries of that sense-field. But it makes
no sense to say that I could observe the boundaries of a sense-

field, for that would be to say that the boundaries themselves

lie within the sense-field, i.e., that they lie within themselves.

If the boundaries were in the sense-field, then part of the field

would lie outside the boundaries (for a boundary must have

two sides), and would therefore notbe part of the sense-field.
I cannot observe a sense-field at all if "observing a sense-field"
means anything more than observing the particular contents of

a sense-field, and I cannot obsewe that sornething lies within a

sense-field if "observing that a sense-datum lies within a sense-

field" means anything more than "observing a sense-daturn."
Before leaving this theory I must make one more comment

about it. Gallie and |ones propose their theory as an alternative

to the view that there is a subiect of experience, a view they

regard as too metaphysical. It occurs to me, however, that their

theory is much closer to the subiect theory than they realize.

There is a sense in which it is triviallv true that there is a
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subject of acquaintance. And it is trivially true that anything
one sees is included in one's visual field, and, in general, that
anything of which one is aware is included in some "sense-
field." Now if one sets about to represent pictorially the fact
that a person is acquainted with, say, a set of visual sense-data,
one may at first be inclined to think that a picture like that in
Figure 8, where the visual field is represented along with the

Figure 8

subiect and the obiects, is the best way to represent this fact.
But it becomes apparent on slight reflection that there fs

Figure g

something wrong with this picture. It lacks the right multiplic-
ity for representing the fact at hand. For the fact that an ob

n6
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ject is perceived by the person is represented both by the fact

that the O which represents the obiect is connected by an ar-

row to the S which represents the subiect, and by the fact that

the O is contained in the circle which represents the boundary

of the visual field. If we allow both the subiect and the visual

Figure rc

6eld to be represented in the same picture it will be possible

to construct pictures that are, as it were, self-contradictory.

Thus Figure 9 and Figure ro. Both these pictures rePresent

the obiect O' as being both perceived and not perceived by

the person. It seems, then, that either the S, representing the

subject, or the circle, representing the boundary of the field

of vision, should be deleted from the picture. And it does not

matter in the least which we delete. Either diagram in Fig-

ure 1r will serve to represent the fact that certain obiects

are perceived by a certain Person. Nor does it matter what we

call the element which, in addition to the elements representing

the obiects, we leave in the picture. We could, if we like, keep

the circle in the picture, but say that it represents the sub'

ject and that the relation of acquaintance is represented in

the picture by the relation of inclusion in the circle. There is

no reason why in Figure lr one diagram is not iust as good

a picture of the subject-obiect relationship as the other. So
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one could say that Gallie and Jones have not really rejected the
subject at all, but have simply proposed a difterent way of
picturing the subiectobiect relationship.

But whatever picture one uses, and whatever words one uses
to describe it (i.e,, whether one uses the word "subiect," the
words "sense-field," or what you will), the important point to
be seen is this: If what is represented in the picture is the fact
that a certain person is perceiving (aware of, acquainted with)

Figure tt

certain objects, it cannot be allowed that the person himself
perceives anything that corresponds to the picture as a whole.
If we use the circle, for example, then whether we let it
represent a subiect or the boundary of a visual field, we can-
not allow that anything corresponding to the circle, or to the
fact that something is included in this circle, is perceived by
the person himself. To put this in a difterent way, while these
pictures can be used to represent the fact that a person is
aware of certain objects, they cannot be used to represent what
the person is aware of when he is aware of those objects. This
is iust another way of putting the point that one cannot
answer the question "How do I know that I see an image?"
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by supposing that in addition to an image one is aware of
something else which tells him that he sees the image.

9. One further point should be made concerning theories
of the sort I have been considering. It is assumed by these
theories that one cannot be entitled to say "I perceive an X"

unless one perceives something more than an X. And this idea

derives much of its plausibility from what sounds like a truism,
namely that when I assert something on the basis of observation
it is what I observe that entitles me to assert what I assert, or
justifies me in asserting it. From this apparent truism it seems
to follow that if I am entitled to say "I perceive an X" I must

either obsewe that I perceive an X or obsewe something from

which it can be inferred that I perceive an X.

Here, I think, we are led astray by careless usage. Strictly

speaking, what I observe never entitles me to say anything.

Suppose that I observe that P (e.9., that my typewiter is on

my table). What I observe is that P, or that it is the case that

P. But does this, the fact that P, entitle me to assert that P?

Certainly not, for it can be the case that P without my being

entitled to assert that P. If it is the case that P, but I am not

in a position to observe that P and have no grounds for be-

lieving that P, then I am not entitled to assert that P. When

I do observe that P, I am certainly entitled to assert that P.

But what entitles me to assert this is not the fact that P but

the fact that I observe that P. This does not mean that the

latter fact is my grounds for saying that P in the sense of being

evidence from which I conclude that P. It means simply that

if in fact I do observe that P then I am entitled to assert that P.

What is it, then, that entitles me to say that I perceive an

X, e.g., to make the statement "I see a tree"? If anything can

be said to entitle me to say this, it is the fact that I perceive

an X (a tree). Here the fact that "iustifies" me in making my
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statement is the very fact that "corresponds" to the statemen!
i.e., the very fact that makes the statement true. In this respect
the statement "I see a tree" differs from the statement "My

$pewriter is on my table" when the latter is made on the
basis of observation; what makes the latter statement true is
the fact that my typewriter is on my table, whereas what en-
titlCI me to assert the statement is the difterent fact that I
observe that my typewriter is on my table. And this difierence
goes together with another one, for the statement "I see a
tree," unlike the statement "My typewriter is on my table," is
not a description of what I observe. But in one respect these
cases are alike; in neither case does what I observe entitle me
to make the statement. When I see a tree, what I observe is a
tree, and it is senseless to say that a free entitles me to say
anything. If we are puzzled as to how I can make the state-
ment "I see a tree" without observing the fact that entitles
me to make this statement, we should also be puzzled as to
how I can make the statement "My typewriter is on my table"
without observing the fact that entitles me to assert it.

And this can seem puzzling. Partly, perhaps, this is because
we are inclined to regard all statements of the form "The fact
that Q entitles me to assert that P" as elliptical for statements
of the form "My knowledge of the fact that Q entitles me to
assert that P." And then it seems that if it is the fact that I
observe that P that entitles me to assert that P, I must know
that I observe that P before I can be entitled to assert that P.
And one wants to ask how I can know this. But there is cer-
tainly a confusion here. One regards the statement "It is the
fact that I observe that P that entitles me to assert that P" as
being of the same kind as the statement "It is the fact that
he is coughing up blood that entitles me to say that he has
tuberculosis." But these are difierent sorts of statements; the
latter gives one's evidence for something, whereas the former
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does not. Ar'd while the latter statement is elliptical, namely
for the statement "It is my knowledge of the fact that he is
coughing up blood that entitles me to say that he has tubercu-
losis," the former statement is not elliptical.

But to reveal this confusion is not completely to dispel the
puzzle. For one is still inclined to say: "When I know that P

because I observe that P, surely I cannot be ignorant of the
fact that I observe that P. And if I am not ignorant of this
fact, surely I must know it. So how do I know it?" Now it is

noi at all clear that it follows from my not being ignorant of

a fact that I know that fact. However, let us suppose that I
cannot be entitled to assert that P on the basis of obsewation
unless I know that I observe that P. And let us further suppose,
as a proper name theorist might, that the only way in which
I can know that I observe that P (no matter what proposition
P is) is by observing myself observing that P (or observing
the "fact" that I observe that P). These suppositions clearly

lead to an infinite regress. If I know that P I am certainly
entitled to assert that P, and if I am not entitled to assert that
P then I do not know that P. So to know that P, on the ac-
count being considered, it is not sufficient that I observe that
P; I must also know that I observe that P, and to know this I

must observe that I observe that P. But now we can let "P'"

be the statement "I observe that P," and give the same argu-
ment again. To know that P' I must observe, not simply that
P', but also that I observe that P', i.e., that I observe that I

observe that P. Letting "P" " be the statement "I observe that

I observe that P" (or "I observe that P"'), the same argument
can be given again. And so on ad infinitum.

But how, if not by observation, can I know that I observe

that P? Whcn I am entitled to assert that P on the basis of

observation, it seems that I am entitled to assert, not only that
P, but also that I observe that P. So what entitles me to say that
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I observe that P? The answer, I think, is that if anything en-
titles me to assert that I observe that P it is the very fact that
entitles me to assert that P, namely the fact that I observe
that P. One might even say that it is a distinguishing char-
acteristic of first-person-experience statements (like "I see a
treg" "f observe that it is raining," and "I have a headache")
that it is simply theh being true, and not the observation that
they are true, or the possession of evidence that they are true,
that entitles one to assert them. Of course, whereas the state-
ment "I observe that P" is an answer to the question "How do
you know that P?" it would hardly be given as an answer (ex-
cept in exasperation) to the question "How do you know
that you observe that P7" But this is because the latter
question, when it makes sense at all, is not the question it
may initially appear to be. It is not the question "How do you
know that it is you (as opposed to someone else) that ob-
serves that P?" or the question "How do you know that you
obseme (as opposed to knowing in some other way) that P7"
but the question "How do you know that what you observe is
that P?" or "What iustifies you in describing what you observe
as the fact that P?" ("What justifies you in saying that you
observe that it is raining?-Perhaps someone is sprinkling
water from the roof." ) Likewise, if it is asked how I know that
I see a tree, what is being asked is not how I know that it is I

that sees a tree, or that I see e tree, but how I know that what
I see is really a tree.

F our

Self-Identitv and the Contents
J

of Memory
'l

r. In Chapter One I argued that a maior source of the
problem of personal identity is the fact that persons make
what appear to be identity statements about thernselves,
namely memory statements about their own past histories,
without having or needing the sorts of evidence we use in
making identity judgments about persons other than our-
selves. Since one can make such statements about oneself, and
know them to be true, without first knowing the facts that
would justify an assertion about the identity of one's body, it
appears that bodily identity cannot be the criterion of personal
identity and is at best only contingently correlated with it.
The knowledge expressed in such statements appears to be
the most direct knowledge of personal identity there is, and it

would seem that the fact in which the truth of such a state-
ment consists must be directly accessible to whoever has direct
knowledge of the truth of the statement. So one is easily led to
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